CUTLER HAMMER
catering to the Commercial, Industrial, Oil, Data, & Mining Markets

Circuit Breakers
- Molded Case Circuit Breakers
- Insulated Case Circuit Breakers
- Air Circuit Breakers
- Bolt On
- Plug In
- Feed Thru
- Non Automatic Switch
- Thermal Magnetic
- Magnetic Only
- Solid State
- Fixed Mount
- Draw Out
- Electrically Operated
- Manually Operated
- Ground Fault Protection
- Shunt Trips
- UVR's
- Auxiliaries
- Mounting Hardware

Frames we offer:
- BAB
- BJ
- BJH
- BR
- BW
- CA
- CAH
- CC
- CCH
- CFD
- CJD
- CKD
- CKDC
- CLD
- CLDC
- CMD
- CMDL
- CND
- CNDC
- CRD
- CRDC
- CHQ
- CL
- DB50
- DB75
- DK
- DS
- DSL
- DS II
- E
- EA
- EB
- EC
- ED
- EDH
- EH
- EHC
- EHD
- F
- FA
- FB
- FC
- FCL
- FD
- FDB
- FDC
- FS
- G
- GB
- GD
- GHB
- GHC
- GMCP
- HCA
- HF
- HFA
- HFB
- HFD
- HJD
- HK
- HKA
- HKB
- HKD
- HKL
- HLA
- HLB
- HLC
- HLD
- HLM
- HMA
- HMC
- HMCP1
- HMCP2
- HMCP4
- HMCP6
- HMCPE
- HMCP5
- HMD
- HMDL
- HNB
- HND
- HRD
- J
- JD
- JDB
- JDC
- JS
- JT
- K
- KA
- KB
- KD
- KDB
- KDC
- KL
- KS
- KT
- L
- LA
- LB
- LD
- LDB
- LDC
- LM
- LS
- MA
- MC
- MCP
- MD
- MDC
- MDL
- NB
- NC
- ND
- NDC
- PB
- PBF
- PC
- PCC
- PCG
- PCF
- PCCG
- QBGF
- QBHW
- QC
- QCC
- RD
- RDC
- SPB
- SPBN
- VCPW
- SCB

We sell Cutler Hammer Mining Duty Rated Circuit Breakers:
- E2F
- E2K
- E2L
- E2M
- E2N
- E2R
- FRAMES

24 Hour Sales & Support | Online Ordering & Tracking | Same Day Shipping | We Drop Ship Blind
Bus Plugs
- 3 Wire & 4 Wire Plugs - 240, 480V & 600V - Fusible & Breaker Types - Neutral & Ground Kit Assemblies -

Parts types we offer:
- POW-R-WAY P3F - P3B - POW-R-WAY I & II - ITAP & IBP - Standard Design -TAP & BP - Unibus HD - type CP2 & CP4 - type CST - PINFD - PINQP - PINFB - FAN -

Switches
- Disconnect Safety Switches - Fusible & Non-Fusible - 240V, 480V & 600V - Indoor "N1" - Dust Tight "N12" -
- Outdoor "N3R" - Stainless Steel "N4X" - Heavy Duty - Service Entrance Rated - 30A-2000A Switches available -

Fusible Panel Mount Switches
Types we offer:
- EE - FDP - FDPBS - FDPTB - FDPT - FDPW - FDPWT - FDP -
MOUNTING HARDWARE KITS AVAILABLE FOR ALL FDP GEAR

Motor Control

MCC Buckets - Feeder & Combination - from 6"- 48" - Breaker type & Fusible - 240V, 480V & 600V, 30A-1200A

We offer Cutler Hammer types:
- F-2100 Series - Freedom unitrol - F10 unitrol - 9800 Series -

We offer Westinghouse types:
5-Star - Type W - 11-300 Series -

Motor Starters - Current & Obsolete models, Citation Series A10, A200 Series, A201 Series, Freedom Series AN16, Advantage Series W200, Across the line, Combination, Two Speed, Reversing, Reduced Voltage, Thermal & Solid State types from size 00-8

Contact Kits - Available for all Citation, Freedom & Advantage Series Contactors & Motor Starters Size 00-6

Magnetic Coils - We have a variety of control voltage configurations available in both AC & DC from 12V-600V

Thermal Heater Elements - All amperage ranges for current and obsolete model motor starters 0.1A - 350 Full Load Amps "FLA" - type H, type FH

Overload Relays - Thermal & Solid State Adjustable Overload Relays for Motor Starters size 00-8

Let our team build your combination boxes & pump panels. Let us design & build your MCC vertical sections. UL & PEARL Certified products available. Rebuild, Testing & Certification services available.